Freedom From The Grip Of Witchcraft
As recognized, adventure as well as experience roughly lesson, amusement, as skillfully as promise can
be gotten by just checking out a ebook freedom from the grip of witchcraft next it is not directly
done, you could put up with even more regarding this life, approaching the world.
We have enough money you this proper as well as simple exaggeration to get those all. We manage to
pay for freedom from the grip of witchcraft and numerous ebook collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc
research in any way. in the middle of them is this freedom from the grip of witchcraft that can be your
partner.

Tied Down in the Spirit Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-06-03 This is deliverance book with a diﬀerence. It is a
product of research carried out by a frontline deliverance minister and a spiritual warfare expert. It
mirrors the true situation of multitudes who are grappling with failure, non-achievement and tragedy. It is
a brilliant expose of one of the most wicked strategies of the devil. This book will provide total help from
those who are tied down in the spirit. The prayer points as well as the illumination provided in ths book
will liberate you from the shackles of stubborn enemies and oppressors.
Freedom from the Grip of Witchcraft D. K. Olukoya 2014-11-19 Books on special areas of spiritual
warfare and deliverance are rare. Much more scarce are books on witchcraft operations. The fact that
many people go through witchcraft attacks has made books on the subject of witchcraft to be in high
demand. This uncommon book oﬀers, in one breathe, deliverance prayers, secrets of power over
witchcraft, help for those who are going through witchcraft attacks and principles of staying free from
attacks from the quarters of witchcraft practitioners. It is a must read for those who seek complete
victory over witchcraft.
The Problems of Incomplete Deliverance Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-01-18 One generation which stands
in need of deliverance, more than any other generation, is our present generation. Deliverance is,
therefore, in high public demand. There is the burgeoning of positive interest in deliverance from all
kinds of demonic bondage. What is, however, not yet properly addressed is the problem of incomplete
deliverance. This book addresses the characteristics of incomplete deliverance and presents the panacea
for total deliverance. Being a product of years of research carried out by a frontline deliverance minister,
prophet and teacher, it is an invaluable manual which will go a long way in solving knotty problems
encountered on the deliverance ﬁeld. This book will answer all the questions that are being asked by
deliverance candidates and ministers alike.
Let Our Children Go Rebecca Greenwood 2011 Let Our Children Go is a handbook for parents, pastors,
and leaders to help free children from evil inﬂuences and demonic harassment. Full of true stories about
young people who have been set free, it explains the necessity of deliverance ministry for children and
discusses many of the issues they face in today's world.
A Life of Divine Victories Modupe Josephine Fasusi 2012-05-02 I was going through some bizarre
experiences and experiencing sustained witchcraft attacks for about forty-two years. I was not prepared
for these bizarre encounters and so didn’t understand what was happening. I only felt the pain, hurt, and
social ostracism associated with the attacks. God took over my battles; He taught me how to pray in
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warfare, sustained me in the trial, took over my battles, and uplifted me in sustained victories. The world
must hear my story and know that God is alive, the same yesterday, today, and forever, so that someone
else somewhere, going through similar unexplained problems would ﬁnd succor and solutions to their
problems. Through these experiences, I explored the linkages of such attacks to the better
understanding, management, and treatment of mental health and behavioral problems of today, and the
respective roles for churches, parents and individuals.
Deliverance from Triangular Powers Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2013-12-22 Deliverance from Triangular Powers. A
lot of people have prayed all kinds of prayers and gone through diﬀerent forms of deliverance yet their
case have remained hopeless. The reason is that they have remained powerless before the most wicked
powers in the universe. Demons are house boys compared to these powers. When these powers are in
charge of a case, nothing will happen until you deal with triangular powers. The book in your hand will
teach you about the triangular powers, which can work either for you or against you if you know how to
deal with them. This book exposes you to the highest form of deliverance. Welcome to total freedom.
Brokenness Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-06-03 The Pathway to Spiritual Power and Maturity "Verily, Verily, I
say unto you, Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die. It abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth
forth much fruit" (John 12:24) There is more to being a Christian soldier than attending Weekly Church
Programmes. Brokenness is a pre-requisite for being a true Christian Soldier. This book teaches you
result-oriented ways of escaping from spiritual stagnancy and its attendant frustrations. Brokenness is a
good Spiritual thermometer for every child of God because at the end of the day, the requirement is that
"He must increase, But I must decrease" (John 3:30) Why? So "that you may be ﬁlled with all the fullness
of God" (Eph 3:19). You are encouraged by the Spirit of God, to read and study this book so that you can
be at the spiritual height God expects you to be and not remain a Lilliputan all through your life. This is a
challenge worth taking.
Prayer is the Battle DR. D. K. OLUKOYA 2015-01-27 Prayer is the Battle is a rare spiritual warfare book. It
highlights powerful scriptural revelations which will make you a successful warrior. The contents of this
powerful book is an assemblage of deep truths garnered from the school of prayer and spiritual warfare.
Each chapter pulsates with explosive spiritual bombs which will launch the reader into resounding
victory. This book will cause ripples in the kingdom of darkness.
Principles of Prayer Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-01-25 Principles of Prayer is a book that is specially
vomited by the Holy Ghost to teach every believer the power, the pattern and the timeless principles
which will always produce results. The author, in a masterly manner, unveils certain neglected Biblical
principles which will enable the reader employ the unlimited powers of eﬀectual prayer. The book
contains proof-producing prayer points, captivating illustrations and practical testimonies drawn from the
experiences of students in the school of prayer. This book will enable you to turn life's challenges to
testimonies, problems to promotion and satanic attacks to avenues for proving the eﬃcacy of the power
of God.
A Demon-Haunted Land Monica Black 2020-11-17 “A Demon-Haunted Land is absorbing, gripping, and
utterly fascinating... Beautifully written, without even a hint of jargon or pretension, it casts a signiﬁcant
and unexpected new light on the early phase of the Federal Republic of Germany’s history. Black’s
analysis of the copious, largely unknown archival sources on which the book is based is unfailingly subtle
and intelligent.” —Richard J. Evans, The New Republic In the aftermath of World War II, a succession of
mass supernatural events swept through war-torn Germany. A messianic faith healer rose to
extraordinary fame, prayer groups performed exorcisms, and enormous crowds traveled to witness
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apparitions of the Virgin Mary. Most strikingly, scores of people accused their neighbors of witchcraft, and
found themselves in turn hauled into court on charges of defamation, assault, and even murder. What
linked these events, in the wake of an annihilationist war and the Holocaust, was a widespread
preoccupation with evil. While many histories emphasize Germany’s rapid transition from genocidal
dictatorship to liberal democracy, A Demon-Haunted Land places in full view the toxic mistrust, profound
bitterness, and spiritual malaise that unfolded alongside the economic miracle. Drawing on previously
unpublished archival materials, acclaimed historian Monica Black argues that the surge of supernatural
obsessions stemmed from the unspoken guilt and shame of a nation remarkably silent about what was
euphemistically called “the most recent past.” This shadow history irrevocably changes our view of
postwar Germany, revealing the country’s fraught emotional life, deep moral disquiet, and the cost of
trying to bury a horriﬁc legacy.
FAMILY DELIVERANCE Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-11-29 Marriage and the family is a broad area where
many people have exhibited gross ignorance. Unfortunately, it is a landscape where there has been
many ugly casualties. Many people have, therefore, expressed the need for a powerful family deliverance
manual. The book which you hold in your hands is a product of years of research. It addresses the hopes
and aspirations of stake holders as far as the institution of marriage is considered. Family deliverance has
been vomited by the Holy Ghost to rescue many families, prop up the tottering walls of marital stability
and grant immunity to homes. Family Deliverance will lead to restoration, peace and stability in every
home.
Disgracing the Soul Hunters Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-02-22 Disgracing soul hunters is God’s rescue
plan for multitudes all over the world who are struggling under bondage. The author under prophetic
inspiration has oﬀered help to those who have been caged by evil forces. This book will grant you
deliverance and spiritual immunity. The approach is practical, the style is simple. While the anointing that
breaks the yokes dots the pages. Careful application of the principles set forth as well as the eﬀective
use of the prayer points will enable you to disgrace wicked soul hunters. This book will cause your history
to be re-written
Destroying Fear John Ramirez 2019-10-01 Fear is a form of torment the enemy tries to plague people
with in order to paralyze them, to steal their purpose and destiny from God's best. None of us is immune
to these attacks. Jesus came to destroy fear and set the captives free. Speaking as one whom Jesus
Christ set free from the devil's grip, John Ramirez, once a satanic high priest, exposes the tormenting
weapons of fear of our number one spiritual enemy, the devil, and equips and arms believers with the
weapons of our warfare that God has given us through his Son, Jesus Christ, to abort the enemy's
mission. In this book, Destroying Fear, you will learn how to get back your peace and purpose and walk
fearless into your destiny by dismantling every stronghold and stopping the enemy's attacks once and for
all, for a life of freedom!
POWER AGAINST DREAM CRIMINALS Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-11-18 It is here at last, the deliverance
manual for addressing dream battles and nightmares. By the time a person is 60 years old, he would
have spent 20 years sleeping and dreaming. Your dreams are your spiritual monitoring system. Many do
not know what is happening to their lives because, they do not understand their dreams. The land of
slumber is as important as life itself. Dreams from God are to: assure, encourage, comfort, direct,
instruct, guide, exhort, correct, warn or reveal the plan and purposes of God. Satanic dreams are noted
for their absurdity, emptiness, harassment and punishment by dream criminals. This book teaches you
how to understand your dreams and how to deal with your dream battles. This book is a must for every
serious Christian home. Read it and pray the prayer points therein and your life will no longer remain the
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same.
The Witching Hour Elizabeth Laird 2010-04-02 Everyone knows the devil is real. Everyone knows that
witches exist. Everyone knows that saying the wrong thing can get you hanged . . . When fourteen-yearold Maggie's grandmother is accused of witchcraft, Maggie has to run for her life. But Scotland is in the
grip of terror and Maggie runs straight into danger, falling into the hands of the English. Defying the king
can be deadly, but falling in line is unthinkable. Maggie must learn to stand up for herself if she is to
survive . . . The Witching Hour is a gripping tale of persecution in 17th century Scotland by Elizabeth
Laird.
Stop Them Before They Stop You Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-06-30 Stop Them Before They Stop You is a
ground breaking book. It is an invaluable manual for those who want to emerge as winners in the battle
of life. Each chapter is ﬁlled with revelation truths concerning oﬀensive warfare. You will discover the
steps to unchallengeable victory. You will be challenged to rise up and stop the enemies before they stop
you. This book will make you an overcomer. You will discover hidden secrets which will, in turn, make you
a spiritual giant who will remain untouchable. The approach is pragmatic, the application of the
scriptures to true life situations is challenging and the prayer points are prophetic. This book will make
you a ﬁrebrand warrior. Additionally, it will impart unto you the wisdom behind stopping pursuers before
they stop you.
The Battle Plan for Destroying Foundational Witchcraft Prayer Madueke 2021-04-04 This Battle
Ends Now!! Dealing with the Evil Witchcraft Powers of your Father's House. Since it works with borrowed
powers, the witchcraft kingdom has little power, contrary to common opinion. Foundational witchcraft
demons are typically cunning, destructive, bold in their requests, and tenacious in their opposition,
despite their weakness. Their power to control and kill their victims is their primary grip on other people's
lives. They use human beings as tools to create confusion in societies, households, towns, and countries.
To contradict God's intentions for mankind, witches and wizards use serpents and other agents to appear
to humans in various forms. After that, they open the door to victims, encouraging all sorts of problems
to join as they supervise the assault (Genesis 3:1-6). Witchcraft forces inﬂict misery, deprivation, agony,
and hunger on their victims without mercy. This book will reveal decrees that will cripple these forces
and set you free for the rest of your life. Before you scroll up and click the BUY NOW button, it's good to
know what is inside this book will transform your life--guaranteed! Would you rather have this handled
now or keep wasting time for the rest of your life? This is one of the best investments you'll ever make,
so go ahead to get the success you've always wanted! "Never worry about action, but only inaction." -Winston Churchill Take action right now by scrolling up and getting yourself your personal copy of The
Battle Plan for Destroying Foundational Witchcraft!!! FREE BONUS! Get my four power-packed book
series when you purchase this book. Including one of my best-sellers: Command the Morning, Day and
Night ( Find link inside this book ) DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!!
Witchcraft, Witch-hunting, and Politics in Early Modern England Peter Elmer 2016 A wide-ranging
overview of the place of witchcraft and witch-hunting in the broader culture of early modern England.
Based on a mass of new evidence extracted from a range of archives, both local and national, it seeks to
relate the rise and decline of belief in witchcraft, alongside the legal prosecution of witches, to the wider
political culture of the period. Building on the seminal work of scholars such as Stuart Clark, Ian
Bostridge, and Jonathan Barry, it demonstrates how learned discussion of witchcraft, as well as the trials
of those suspected of the crime, were shaped by religious and political imperatives in that period.
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2013-12-10 101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare
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Never in the history of the world has there been an era of war, both physical and spiritual, like this era.
This is a tougher era of warfare.More people are under bondage now, more than in any other period of
human history. There are cases of deep bondage, uncommon attacks against the family and horrendous
occurrences in the lives of individuals. The devil has wreaked a lot of havoc upon humanity. The bible has
described in vivid terms that God is aware of the high spate of demonic hostilities. Hence the Holy Spirit
has released the prophetic revelations in this book in order to place us in good stead for a unique role in
this end times. This manual is the ﬁrst of its kind. This is the apex of deliverance. We are the threshold of
a revival of spiritual warfare. The sweeping and the far reaching eﬀect shall be best described as
awesome!
Prayer Rain Dr. D. K. Olukoya This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proﬀers fail-proof
prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual
growth, Proﬁtable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court,
Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses,
Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more.
Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing
what to do and, and doing it right could make a diﬀerence between who sinks or swims in the river of life.
Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual
Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic
Decrees. Prayer Points.
The Star Hunters DR. D. K. OLUKOYA 2015-01-27 God has deposited potentials in the life of every
individual to make him or her successful in life. But many never fulﬁl their divine destiny because their
virtues have been stolen at one time or the other in their lives. How does this happen and what is the
way out? Answers to these and many more questions form the focus of the book you are holding.
Violence Against Negative Voices Pastor (Mrs) Shade Olukoya 2016-05-29 Violence against negative
voices is a book released by the Holy Spirit to enable the reader invoke the ﬁre of vengeance upon
stubborn pursuers. The author has given us a brilliant expose on the power of the voices, the mystery of
the spoken word and the yardsticks for discerning the diﬀerence between negative and positive voices.
Thoroughly researched, exhaustive and oﬀered in an easy to read format, Violence Against Negative
Voice is a must read for readers who are ready to silence every voice emanating from the kingdom of
darkness. The prayer points are explosive, the subject is handled with compassion and the reader is
carried along through the use of practical illustrations. With this book in your hands, victory is sure.
Destroying the Evil Umbtrlla DR. D. K. OLUKOYA 2015-01-27 Destroying the evil umbrella addresses
the problem of collective captivity. It highlights the secrets of the dark kingdom and lays bare the fact
that most problems in life are occasioned by the presence of an invisible evil umbrella. The prayer points
in this book will empower you to spiritually set ﬁre on the evil umbrella. It will grant you freedom and
make the heavens above your head to become laden with showers of blessings. Now you can say byebye to every representation of the evil umbrella.
MFM at 30 Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2019-09-18 In three glorious decades, Mountain of Fire and Miracles
Ministries has carved an indelible niche for itself among the comity of churches worldwide. It has come to
be known as a pacesetting church, bestriding the ﬁrmaments of Christendom like a colossus.The church's
thirty years journey so far has been ﬁlled with landmark events, phenomenal global expansion as well as
unrivalled far-reaching impacts on the body of Christ and mankind as a whole than any other church
today.The remarkable achievements, enviable heights, iconic status and positive global recognition that
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MFM enjoys today is attributable to the complete obedience, unwavering faith in God and unusual
steadfastness of its Founder and General Overseer, DrD.K.Olukoya, the Elijah of ourtimeand God's
Generalissimo inthe end times.This book gloriﬁes the Almighty God who has demonstrated His power to
save to the uttermost. It celebrates God's faithfulness in the life of Dr D. K. Olukoya, the unusual
outworking of His grace and power in MFM's three decades'journey as well as the phenomenal
achievements, ﬁre exploits and global spread of this unique church of God. Glory be to the God that
answers by ﬁre. Hallelujah!
The Manningtree Witches A. K. Blakemore 2021-08-10 Wolf Hall meets The Favourite in this beguiling
debut novel that brilliantly brings to life the residents of a small English town in the grip of the
seventeenth-century witch trials and the young woman tasked with saving them all from themselves.
"This is an intimate portrait of a clever if unworldly heroine who slides from amused observation of the
'moribund carnival atmosphere' in the household of a 'possessed' child to nervous uncertainty about the
part in the proceedings played by her adored tutor to utter despair as a wagon carts her oﬀ to prison."
—Alida Becker, The New York Times Book Review England, 1643. Puritanical fervor has gripped the
nation. And in Manningtree, a town depleted of men since the wars began, the hot terror of damnation
burns in the hearts of women left to their own devices. Rebecca West, fatherless and husbandless, chafes
against the drudgery of her days, livened only occasionally by her infatuation with the handsome young
clerk John Edes. But then a newcomer, who identiﬁes himself as the Witchﬁnder General, arrives. A
mysterious, pious ﬁgure dressed from head to toe in black, Matthew Hopkins takes over the Thorn Inn
and begins to ask questions about what the women on the margins of this diminished community are up
to. Dangerous rumors of covens, pacts, and bodily wants have begun to hang over women like
Rebecca—and the future is as frightening as it is thrilling. Brimming with contemporary energy and
resonance, The Manningtree Witches plunges its readers into the fever and menace of the English witch
trials, where suspicion, mistrust, and betrayal run amok as a nation's arrogant male institutions start to
realize that the very people they've suppressed for so long may be about to rise up and claim their
freedom.
OVERPOWERING WITCHCRAFT Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-11-30 Books on special areas of spiritual warfare
and deliverance are rare. Much more scarce are books on witchcraft operations. The fact that many
people go through witchcraft has made books on the subject of witchcraft to be high in demand. This
uncommon book oﬀers, in one breath, deliverance prayers, secrets of power over witchcraft, help for
those who are going through witchcraft attacks and principles of staying free from attacks from the
quarters of witchcraft practitioners. It is a must read for those who seek complete victory over witchcraft.
Freedom from the Grip of Witchcraft Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-01-18 Books on special areas of spiritual
warfare and deliverance are rare. Much more scarce are books on witchcraft operations. The fact that
many people go through witchcraft attacks has made books on the subject of witchcraft to be in high
demand. This uncommon book oﬀers, in one breathe, deliverance prayers, secrets of power over
witchcraft, help for those who are going through witchcraft attacks and principles of staying free from
attacks from the quarters of witchcraft practitioners. It is a must read for those who seek complete
victory over witchcraft.
Power to Shut Satanic Doors DR. D. K. OLUKOYA Power to shut satanic doors is an uncommon classic. It is
written for those who want to experience the achiever's lifestyle. This is your ladder to great height of
victory. This is your season of divine empowerment. This book will teach you what it takes to be more
than conquerors in Christ. Satanic doors are identiﬁed, the eﬀects of such doors are enumerated,
symptoms of satanic door victims are presented and method of shutting such doors are oﬀered in this
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powerful book. The bonus of this book is a suite of prayer points that will blast satanic doors open.
PRAYING TO DISMANTLE WITCHCRAFT Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-11-30 Destroying the evil umbrella
addresses the problem of collective captivity. It highlights the secrets of the dark kingdom and lays bare
the fact that most problems in life are occasioned by the presence of an invisible evil umbrella. The
prayer points in this book will empower you to spiritually set ﬁre on the evil umbrella. It will grant you
freedom and make the heavens above your head to become laden with showers of blessings. Now you
can say bye-bye to every representation of the evil umbrella.
Power For Explosive Success Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-06-03 Power for Explosive Success highlights Biblical
principles of success. The distinctiveness of this classic include an array of success scriptures, an
assemblage of rare principles of success, portraits of characters who are symbols of excellence and rare
teachings which are aimed at helping the reader cultivate the habit of succeeding in life. The ﬁnal result
is a unique success manual. Well researched, presented with clarity and oﬀered in a readable form,
Power for Explosive Success will take you to the top.
Deliverance from Evil Foundation Dr. D. K. Olukoya
Intensity in Prayer Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2013-12-16 Generally speaking, prayer means addressing or
speaking to God in order to give thanks, ask for help, express your feelings etc. However, there are levels
of prayer. These levels of prayer determine the result you get at the end of the day. But it is certain that
it is the eﬀectual fervent prayer of the righteous that avails much. Many people fail at the altar of prayer
due to ignorance about the mysteries of prayer. This book will teach you these mysteries and equip you
to get to that level, where you prevail always in prayer.
Release From Destructive Covenants Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2011-05-26 This book discusses six powerful
topics that are fundamental to man; particularly the Blackman Twenty-one hidden covenants, Collective
Captivity Release from curses attached to Evil Covenants Prisoners of Local Altars Deliverance From Evil
Altars The Blood Covenant Trap Many believers discover to their chagrin that inspite of their claims to
salvation, they are still engulfed in a cycle of spiritual paralysis and unfulﬁllment. This book explains the
reasons and profers divine solutions to being fulﬁlled.
The Witches Are Coming Lindy West 2019-11-05 In this wickedly funny cultural critique, the author of
the critically acclaimed memoir and Hulu series Shrill exposes misogyny in the #MeToo era. This is a
witch hunt. We're witches, and we're hunting you. From the moment powerful men started falling to the
#MeToo movement, the lamentations began: this is feminism gone too far, this is injustice, this is a witch
hunt. In The Witches Are Coming, ﬁrebrand author of the New York Times bestselling memoir and now
critically acclaimed Hulu TV series Shrill, Lindy West, turns that refrain on its head. You think this is a
witch hunt? Fine. You've got one. In a laugh-out-loud, incisive cultural critique, West extolls the worldchanging magic of truth, urging readers to reckon with dark lies in the heart of the American mythos, and
unpacking the complicated, and sometimes tragic, politics of not being a white man in the twenty-ﬁrst
century. She tracks the misogyny and propaganda hidden (or not so hidden) in the media she and her
peers devoured growing up, a buﬀet of distortions, delusions, prejudice, and outright bullsh*t that has
allowed white male mediocrity to maintain a death grip on American culture and politics-and that
delivered us to this precarious, disorienting moment in history. West writes, "We were just a hair's
breadth from electing America's ﬁrst female president to succeed America's ﬁrst black president. We
weren't done, but we were doing it. And then, true to form—like the Balrog's whip catching Gandalf by his
little gray bootie, like the husband in a Lifetime movie hissing, 'If I can't have you, no one can'—white
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American voters shoved an incompetent, racist con man into the White House." We cannot understand
how we got here‚—how the land of the free became Trump's America—without examining the chasm
between who we are and who we think we are, without fact-checking the stories we tell ourselves about
ourselves and each other. The truth can transform us; there is witchcraft in it. Lindy West turns on the
light.
Techanical Prayers To Disgrace Local Goliaths Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-06-03 Goliath represents problems
that are larger than life. Goliath is a symbol of threats, intimidation and harassments. The author in ﬁve
powerful chapters teach the secrets of disgracing goliaths. This book emphasizes the principles of
resounding victory over every satanic harassment. It will introduce ﬁre into your bones and make you to
stand on the mountain of victory. The prayer points will enable you to bombard the enemy until he
surrenders.
Deliverance From Spirit Husband And Spirit Wife Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2011-07-18 The issue of spirit
husband and spirit wife (spirit spouses, evil spiritual marriage) is one of the greatest spiritual problems
which has pervaded societies of the world. There are vicious sexual spirits which molest and torment
individuals. This book teaches you how to receive deliverance from spirit spouses and other associated
wicked powers.
The Mystery of First Fruit Oﬀering Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-01-20 The mystery of ﬁrst fruit oﬀering unveils
the secrets of uncommon prosperity. This book contains a revelation which will move you from the valley
of poverty to the mountain top of prosperity. The thrust of this book is this: There is something unique
and explosive about ﬁrst fruit oﬀering, practical obedience in this direction will open the door of
breakthroughs wide and God will bombard you with the type of wealth which will make you to live in
abundance for the rest of your life. This book will challenge you to join the company of people who are
connected to the source of unlimited wealth through uncommon obedience. First fruit oﬀering is your key
to dominion prosperity. It will make you discover what it takes to experience the baptism of wealth.
Powerfully presented, illustrated in a compelling manner and oﬀered in a digestible form, the mystery of
ﬁrst fruit oﬀering is your guide to prosperity.
Power to put the enemy to shame Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-01-01 Life is full of enemies. The Good Lord has
enemies, otherwise why would the psalmist declare "arise O Lord and let your enemies be scattered".
"Pray for your enemies .....", the bible also declared. it is clear however that the enemy must be
appropriately and properly handled. How you fare in life may well depend on what you make of your
enemies. The author has put the enemy in the proper perspective. If your star must rise and shine this
book is a must!
The Witches' Dream Book; and Fortune Teller A. H. Noe 2019-11-21 "The Witches' Dream Book; and
Fortune Teller" by A. H. Noe. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is
to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Prayer That Scatter Witchcraft Agenda Tella Olayeri 2020-05-23 This is a wonderful prayer book that
is specially branded by the Holy Spirit to awaken the sleeping giant in you and draw you to warfare
prayer and power. The book is loaded with Holy Spirit vomited prayers needed to silence Satan and his
agents. The book is a breakthrough revival power house. It is time to rise as a soldier in Christ and face
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every battle one ﬁnds himself. You can't but experience one challenge or the other in the journey of life.
Every soul is hunted by powers of darkness. It is diﬃcult to boast freedom from works of darkness as
they orchestrate new methods on daily basis. The world we live is full of attacks and only prayer warrior
can surmount it. This book will usher you to freedom from the grip of witchcraft powers that wants people
to settle for less. The book will keep lamp of God burning in you. It is a book that breaks witchcraft
agenda for your life. It provides spiritual loaded prayers that send star hunters packing. The time of such
terrible power is gone; you must live your life and count your blessings. The fear of bad dream is gone
forever; molestation of soul in the dream shall be a thing of the past. The fact about this book is, the
valley is not your portion. This book is tailored to your needs. It is vibrant and loaded, simple to use and
purpose oriented. It is the book you are waiting for. Pick your copy.
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